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In a World Where Economic Collapse is the Good News 

In the original, 1956, "Invasion of the Body Snatchers", there's a couple of things of 
note: a scene from a 2nd story window, watching townspeople pass below, when Kevin 
McCarthy asks his girlfriend what she sees? She sees nothing out of the ordinary, until 
he points out that it's way too early for this number of people to be out on the streets.

Ask yourself, if people on the street, who get what's going on in the world, gave off a 
little light, how many blocks would you have to walk to find someone you could talk to?

As with 'body snatchers', the list of those I can talk with gets reduced with each, 
rolled out, rendition of established narrative. Whether it be the plandemic, the 'vac-
cines' and lockdowns associated with the virus, Trump's collusion with Russia, Russia's 
invasion of Ukraine, destruction of NordStream, or Hamas attack/annihilation of Gaza, 
after each event, the number of rational persons, willing to ask questions—is less.  

The 2nd thing about 'Body-Snatchers': they made two endings for the film: in the 1st, 
Kevin gets the police to stop incoming trucks, in which they find 'pod replacements' for 
townspeople. In the 2nd, he is taken to be a madman—and the repopulation goes on.

In my litany of 'narrative imperatives', I didn't mention our Southern border—and the  
attempt to brand those of us refusing to go along with the madness—as the mad ones. 
This being an election year, means 2 things: spending will not be cut and the 'left' 
needs something to quell any resurgence of voting against their narrative. That can 
best be done by raising hysteria about 'terror cells' (call them Hamas?), in every US 
city, necessitating that 'intelligence agencies' to take control of 'mal-mis-disinformation'.

Even though government is responsible for turning our border into a sieve, there is 
no better way to take control of the United States than to raise hysteria about 'be-
headers' in our  midst, that along with killing babies—would stoop to steal the election.   

But I gotta lighten up—I've gotten too intense even for myself. If I so much as men-
tion Israel this week, please tell me to shut the f... up.  Although I see 'belief systems' 
as responsible for much of the chaos in the 'holy land'—money is at the root of evil.

My Canadian friend makes a point: war experts, McGregor, Ritter, Johnson, none of 
them go deep enough to make the observation that wars are fought over money. 
Whether it be molasses distilled into rum and traded for slaves'—or a proxy war fought 
in Ukraine for the benefit of Raytheon, a little digging gets us to the cause—money.

The criticism is made that the dollar is not money, but currency. True, but dollars are 



used to buy real things—such as tanks/artillery shells. Zelensky, in a last ditch effort to 
stay alive (western focus shifted to Israel is ready to cut him loose), now asks for 'cred-
it' that he will pay back later: 'for a hamburger today, he will gladly pay on Tuesday'?

Prior to WW2 the US was not an empire: instead a rising nation, under a gold stan-
dard, sharing the world stage with other nations. But, empires get built on credit and 
theft: credit allows a nation the latitude to achieve power beyond its productivity, and 
based on that premise, it adopts a 'larceny strategy'—so as to take assets from others.

Once empire is achieved, its currency functions as reserve currency—difficult/ex-
pensive to maintain. Global demand requirements for evermore currency units 
(dollars), defines a reserve currency as: at first difficult—until  it becomes impossible.

As in the case for US Gov't: massive printing needed to maintain global dollar de-
mand, dilutes/weakens the dollar to where—what began as a difficult (but profitable), 
currency scheme, in the end becomes the thing that dilutes/inflates away the economy.

In a credit/debt cycle, would be monsters become actual monsters. Under strictures 
of a gold standard, political adventurism using public debt/tax dollars is not possible.  
But in a credit/debt cycle, insanity becomes fundable (at no cost): such as a scheme 
for 'vaccine' development (proposed but un-fundable under gold standard), as a means 
to depopulate. Credit/debt actually funded this. Schemer's name is for you to guess.

What's happening with gold/silver (sound money), is absurd on 1 level, but common 
sense on another. Andy Schectman (Miles Franklin), in dismay, reports the opposite of 
months ago when with huge demand, shipping was 3 weeks out. Now, product (silver), 
is plentiful, and can be had at some of the lowest premiums in memory. So, what's up?

'Dismaying' for certain—with plentiful supply and low premiums, we watch the price 
of metals (especially silver), perform a price action we are getting all too familiar with: 1 
step forward—2 steps back. With the debacle in Ukraine and the horror that is Pa-
lestine, how can gold not have surged past $2000 and silver not be pushing past $30?

Thank the 'narrative', because suppressed price-action is restricted to the West, with 
gold at all time price highs in much of the world. Why is this? The West does not see 
gold as money, and worse, does not see that when this all comes down, 'spendable' 
things will be gold/silver (bitcoin?) Unlike today, during the Great Depression gold/silver 
were the actual money. That is not the case today—at least not yet. But before long, 
that will change, maybe abruptly, in a rush to acquire whatever gold and silver remains. 

What ought we acquire? During the end game, the function of silver is emergency 
spending, while gold is wealth preservation. But once the emergency subsides, it's time 
to exchange silver for gold because gold will be the measure of all things—physical.

How might all of this change? A failed treasure auction can cause a sell-off in bonds 
because, if the auction was to sell $50B in bonds, and only $45B gets sold, then bond-
holders panic because there is no mechanism to price the dollar, and eyes turn to gold.

Empires, built on a 'larceny theme', fail when a corollary of Maggie Thatcher's: 'So-
cialism fails when you run out of other people's money', comes to the fore. Empires fail 
when "the cannons don't thunder, there's nothing to plunder", Jimmy Buffet. When the 
empire loses its ability to fleece the world, it then turns on its own, using inflation, a 
theft from citizens that also fails when there's not enough of people's stuff left to steal.

Buckle up—this next year will be a doozie. Maybe collapse gets pushed back by 
massive spending without spending cuts—while terror cells inexorably head northward. 
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